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Background: Exercise echocardiography can reliably localize the territory of the involved coronary artery based on the 17 segment 
model per American society of echocardiography. Usually coronary angiography coincides with the findings of stress echocardiography. 
Multi vessel coronary artery disease often poses a challenge to accurately identify the lesions as hemodynamically significant for further 
revascularization.
case:  67 year old male with dyslipidemia and hypertension presented with progressive dyspnea on moderate exertion and atypical chest 
pain. Given his intermediate probability of having an obstructive CAD, a stress echocardiogram was performed which showed 2 mm ST 
segment depressions in leads V3-V6 and 1 mm ST depressions in inferior electrocardiographic leads. Post exercise echo images showed 
inferior wall hypokinesis signifying ischemia. Patient underwent coronary angiography which showed a right dominant circulation with 70% 
lesion in mid left anterior descending (LAD), 70-80% lesion in the mid right coronary (RCA) and 60-70% lesion in the obtuse marginal 
(OM) branch. Due to inconsistent findings between stress echocardiogram and coronary angiogram, Fractional flow reserve (FFR) was 
measured in all 3 vessels using intracoronary adenosine. Repeated FFR values in RCA and OM branches were in the range of 0.99 and 
0.92 respectively. Interestingly, FFR in the mid-LAD lesion was abnormal (0.67) and we therefore proceeded with balloon angioplasty and 
stenting of the mid LAD lesion.
conclusion: Coronary interventions need a careful review of the angiogram, and use of coronary physiological testing by FFR is helpful 
especially in the setting of multi vessel disease. Positive (<0.75) and negative (>0.8) FFR values are reported to have >90% accuracy 
when compared to stress testing results. In our case, possible significant microvascular dysfunction in the inferior wall can explain the near 
unity of FFR in RCA and yet the positive ischemic findings on stress echocardiography.
